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Abstract For a mechanical system it often arises that its planned motion will need to
be corrected either to refine an approximate plan or to deal with disturbances. This
paper develops an algorithmic framework allowing for fast and elegant path cor-
rection for nonholonomic underactuated systems with Lie group symmetries, which
operates without the explicit need for control strategies.These systems occur fre-
quently in robotics, particularly in locomotion, be it ground, underwater, airborne,
or surgical needle steering. Instead of re-integrating an entire trajectory, the method
alters small segments of an initial trajectory in a consistent way so as to transform
it via symmetry operations. This approach is demonstrated for the cases of a kine-
matic car and for flexible bevel tip needle steering, showinga prudent and simple,
yet computationally tractable, trajectory correction.

1 Introduction

In practice, mechanical systems drift. Be it due to unexpected disturbances or in
order to refine a coarse plan, corrective motion planning seeks to efficiently adapt a
given trajectory in an elegant way. This is of particular interest in the agile control
of underactuated nonholonomic systems. The nature of thesesystems is that certain
degrees of freedom can only be controlled in a coupled manner(if at all). This
makes it computationally hard to determine simple and validtrajectories [3, 10],
thus it is preferable to efficiently adapt a given trajectoryin an elegant way without
having to start anew. Even in cases where explicit control laws are available, pure
pursuit tracking is likely to produce unwanted artefacts due to its myopic nature
[5,12]. Taking a larger horizon into account increases algorithmic and computational
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complexity, but enables alterations to the path in an elegant way. An example of such
corrections is illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 1 A car (small rectangle) is following a previously planned path (solid line) to the goal (dot),
but got off track due to disturbances. The left image shows a pure pursuit controller trying to get
back on track as quickly as possible, resulting in unnecessary turns (dashed line). A more natural
solution is shown in the second picture where the available space is used to elegantly correct the
path during the upcoming turn.

Mechanical systems frequently exhibit symmetries that canbe represented as
Lie groups of translation or rotation [8,13,16]. Exploiting this can allow for elegant
trajectory corrections in a computationally tractable way. This is valuable as the de-
grees of freedom represented within this symmetry group areoften the ones that are
only indirectly modifiable, and thus hard to control. For example, for most vehicles
(be it submersible, ground, or airborne) properties such asthrust, speed and turning
rate can be easily influenced; whereas, the position and heading are hard to control.
As the latter often exhibits aforementioned symmetries, these methods allow for
efficient planning and control of this subset.

Towards this, an algorithmic framework is introduced that allows for elegant
planning and control systems that exhibit symmetries but are hard to control due
to nonholonomic constraints. The method works without prior knowledge of con-
trol strategies specific to the system at hand. Further, it can be used either as an aid
within an existing planning technique such asrapidly exploring random tree(RRT)
or probabilistic roadmap(PRM) algorithms [10]; or, as presented here, on its own
in order to adapt an existing trajectory and partly replace aclassical controller.

This approach generalises on the use of Lie group actions forgap reduction dur-
ing RRT planning. Cheng [4], for example, introduced a method to insertcoasting
trajectoriesinto an existing trajectory in order to reduce gaps that arise during sam-
pling based planning. That approach is likely to perform well for twisted paths but
it comes short for less twisted ones as there is no possibility to shorten any part
of an initial trajectory to recover from overshooting. The algorithm presented over-
comes this problem by actually altering existing segments of the initial trajectory in
a consistent manner.
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The following discussion is framed on the assumption that aninitial path has
been obtained, but needs to be corrected as it does not reach the desired goal. Such
corrections might be necessary due to gaps arising from sampling based planners,
dynamic changes in the environment, or due to disturbances.Furthermore the al-
gorithm is designed under the assumption that the initial path is up to some degree
surrounded by free space, but may still contain narrow doorway situations. For ease
of presentation, this work concentrates on altering degrees of freedom represented
by aforementioned symmetry groups. It is understood that the remaining degrees
are dealt with via a classical planning or control methods [10].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 develops the math-
ematical model and introduces the basic concepts for trajectory alteration. Section
3 presents the algorithmic framework for situations without obstacles and shows re-
sults of its application to the (kinematic) car tracking andflexible needle steering
problems. This is extended to the cases with obstacles in Section 4. Finally, Section
5 summarises the ideas presented and discusses future applications.

2 Mathematical Model

2.1 Basic definitions

Kinodynamics can be defined on a state spaceX, which itself is a differentiable man-
ifold with a metric [10]. The subsetXobs⊆ X denotes the states that have obstacles,
and its complementXfree := X \Xobs is the viable free space. For clarity of presen-
tation, an obstacle free setting (Xobs= /0) is assumed (cases with obstacles will be
tackled in Section 4). The spaceU ⊆ R

n represents the the system’s control inputs.
System progress is modelled via a set of ordinary differential equations (ODE)

ẋ = F(x,u) (1)

for x∈ X andu∈U .
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the notion of Lie groups. An in-

troduction to the topic can be found, for example, in [1, 11].Let G be a Lie group
acting onX and let the operation be invariant under the equations of motion. That
is, there exists a multiplication law for elementsg∈G andx∈ X, such thatgx∈ X,
and for every trajectoryx(t) : I ⊆ R→ X fulfilling equation (1), the productgx(t)
also fulfils (1). This setting often allows for a decomposition of the state spaceX in
the form

X = Z×G
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where the manifoldZ is thebase spaceand the Lie groupG is denoted thefibre
component.1 The projections fromX onto its componentsZ andG are denotedπZ

andπG respectively. Common examples of such invariantly acting Lie groups arising
from the system’s symmetry group, are translations (R

n), rotations (SO(2), SO(3))
or combinations thereof (SE(2), SE(3), R

3×SO(2), . . . ).
Applying this framework to the example of a kinematic car yields a state space

X containing five dimensions, denoted speedv, turning rateω , positionx andy, and
headingθ . The control inputsU contain two dimensions, accelerationa and change
in turning rateρ . The equations of motion are

v̇ = a

ω̇ = ρ
ẋ = cos(θ )v

ẏ = sin(θ )v

θ̇ = ωv .

Since the car’s behaviour is independent of position and heading in the sense that, if
a valid path is translated or rotated, the resulting path is equally valid, as illustrated
in Figure 2, these dimensions form a symmetry Lie group to thesystem. ThusG
should be set to be the group of Euler transformations, SE(2), representingx, y and
θ . The remaining base spaceZ is spanned bya andρ . Thus

X = R
2×SE(2) .

Fig. 2 The car (rectangle) has a valid initial state and path depicted inbold. It follows that the
translated and rotated initial states and paths are equallyvalid.

1 For the decomposition to exist, the Lie group’s action has tobe free. That is, for allx ∈ X and
g,h∈G it has to be true thatgx= hx impliesg= h. If G is a symmetry group of the system, this is
usually the case.
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Introducing some notation simplifies matters. LetI ⊆R be a closed finite interval.
ThenI− andI+ denote the lower and upper boundary values respectively, such that

I = [I−, I+] .

A time dependent control inputis considered to be a functionu : Iu→ U that
maps from a closed finite intervalIu⊆ R into the control spaceU . Integrating such
a control input over time via the ODE (1) gives raise to a path in state spaceX that
is dependent on an initial statex0 and timet. Such integrated paths can be written
as functionsΦu(x0, t) : X× Iu→ X with the properties

Φ̇u(x0,t) = F(Φu(x0,t),u(t))

and
Φ(x0, I

−
u ) = x0 .

Given two time dependent control inputsu : Iu→U andv : Iv→U with I+
u = I−v ,

u∗ v : [I−u , I+
v ]→ X is defined as the concatenation of the two functionsu andv such

that

(u∗ v)(t) =

{

u(t), if t ∈ [I−u , I+
u )

v(t), otherwise.

This notation may also be used in cases whereI+
u 6= I−v . In these cases a suitable re-

parameterisation ofIv is performed implicitly. Note that when using this notationfor
two integrated paths in state spaceX, the concatenation results in a single continuous
path if and only if the final state of the first path coincides with the initial state of
the second path. When this is the case, the resulting path is equivalent to integrating
the concatenated control inputs directly, thus

Φu∗v(x0, t) = Φu(x0,t)∗Φv(Φu(x0, I
+
u ),t) .

2.2 Trajectory transformations

It is hard to find a solution for the planning problem of connecting two predefined
pointsxstart andxgoal in X [3, 9]. In the general case, this leads to running a search
over all time varying control inputs. As the space of all possible control inputs is
in general too big to search exhaustively, many algorithms focus on relatively small
subsets and run a search over a discrete path set [6] or run a non-linear optimisation
algorithm on a continuous path set [7]. The former, by its nature, can only reach a
discrete subset ofX, where as the latter typically involves re-integrating thewhole
trajectoryΦu(xstart, t) in each step of the optimisation process.

Using operations given by a Lie group to transform a valid trajectory allows for
the reuse of large parts of a previously calculatedΦu(xstart,t) as long as changes to
the trajectory happen in a compatible way. Thus searching a continuum can be done
without complete re-integration.
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Let u andv be two time dependent control inputs that differ in some region, but
coincide otherwise. They can be split up as

u = u1∗u2∗u3

and
v = u1∗ v2∗u3

whereu1 andu3 represent the parts that are common to both. Note that the lengths
of the middle segmentsIu2 andIv2 do not necessarily have to be equal. Starting both
trajectories at a common initial statex0 ∈ X yields

Φu(x0,t) = Φv(x0,t) for t ∈ Iu1.

In general, equality of the third part of the control inputs,u3, cannot be used, as the
final states of the middle segments,Φu(x0, I+

u2
) andΦu(x0, I+

v2
), need not coincide.

Using different states as initial states for the third part of the path can result in a
variety of different trajectories as illustrated in Figure3. If however it is assumed that

Fig. 3 Three trajectories for a car (rectangle), all resulting from the same control input. The be-
haviour is sensitive to initial conditions (speed and turning rate), causing different trajectories.

the final states of the middle segmentsu2 andv2 only differ on the fibre component
G but coincide on the base spaceZ, the similarity of the third parts of the trajectory
can be exploited. Having equality on the base space as in

πZ(Φu(x0, I
+
u2

)) = πZ(Φv(x0, I
+
v2

)) (2)

implies there exists a transformationg∈G such that

Φv(x0, I
+
v2

) = gΦu(x0, I
+
u2

) . (3)

In the case of the kinematic car, equation (2) can be interpreted as having identical
speedv and turning rateρ . Then equation (3) yields the translation and rotation
necessary to transform one state into the other. Because theequations of motion are
invariant under translation and rotation, the resulting third parts of the paths will be
translated and rotated versions of each other as illustrated in Figure 4. In the general
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Fig. 4 A car (rectangle) follows two different paths resulting from control inputsthat only differ
on a region in the middle but are identical otherwise. The paths coincide up to the first marker
(dot). After that, the paths differ. However at the respective second markers, speed and turning rate
are identical for both paths and thus the remaining parts of the path are the same, just transformed.

case, the same line of reasoning on invariance yields

Φu3(Φv(x0, I
+
v2

), t) = Φu3(gΦu(x0, I
+
u2

),t) = gΦu3(Φu(x0, I
+
u2

),t) . (4)

Looking at this result from a viewpoint of computational complexity, equation
(4) can save calculation time. GivenΦu, the computational cost ofΦv is mainly the
cost of integrating the second segment given byv2. The third segment defined byu3

can be calculated directly by the use of group operations. Inparticular, during non-
linear optimisation, the final stateΦv(x0, I+

v ) is typically the only one of interest.
Thus, there is no need to actually transform the whole third segment of the path.
Instead one can determine the trajectory’s final state directly. As a result, the cost
for Φv(x0, I+

v ) is linear in the size ofIv2.

2.3 Optimising a trajectory

Given a time dependent control inputu and a corresponding trajectoryΦu(x0,t), one
might be able to find an alterationuc that stretches (or compresses) the trajectory’s
behaviour on the base spaceZ over time. That is

πZ(Φuc(x0,t)) = πZ(Φu(x0,ct)) (5)

for a stretch factor 0< c∈ R. In particular, this yields identical final states onZ,

πZ(Φuc(x0, I
+
uc)) = πZ(Φu(x0, I

+
u )) .
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In the case of the car, for instance, this could map to reducedaccelerator com-
mands resulting in a longer distance travelled by the time the target speed is reached.
While the stretching operation does not change the end result on the base spaceZ,
it does alter the fibreG, thus emphasising or weakening features of the trajectory.
For the car, the stretching operation can be calculated by dividing the control inputs
a andρ by c while multiplying the time they are applied byc.

Combining the results obtained so far, an efficient tool for altering a trajectory
during a non-linear optimisation process can be built. LetΦu(x0,t) be a trajectory
given by a split control input

u = u1∗ . . .∗un

and starting pointx0 ∈ X. Changing a singleui to uci
i =: vi results in a Lie group

operationgi ∈ G as of equation (3). Repeating this, one is able to alter several or
even all segments of the path at once in order to get a new control input

v := v1∗ . . .∗ vn

where allvi result from someuci
i . In cases whereci = 1, and thus the segment is unal-

tered, the correspondinggi is set to the identity element1∈G without further calcu-
lation. AssumingΦu(x0, t) is given and the changed segmentsΦvi (Φu(x0, I+

ui−1
),t)

and transformationsgi have been calculated, the new trajectoryΦv(x0,t) is com-
puted efficiently using group operations only. Iterativelyapplying (4) yields

Φvi (Φv(x0, I
+
vi−1

),t) = gi−1 . . .g1Φvi (Φu(x0, I
+
ui−1

),t)

and thus

Φv(x0, t)= Φv1(x0, t)∗g1Φv2(Φu1(x0, I
+
u1

),t)∗ . . .∗gn−1 . . .g1Φvn(Φun−1(x0, I
+
ui−1

),t) .

In particular, one can write the final state of the trajectoryas

Φv(x0, I
+
v ) = gn . . .g1Φu(x0, I

+
u ) . (6)

Clearly not much is saved in cases where all segments of the trajectory have been
changed (i.e., allci 6= 1). However, if only a small fraction of the control input has
been altered, then it is only necessary to re-integrate the fibre component of those
altered segments. Thus the computational cost for calculating the new trajectory, or
directly its end point, is linear in the length of the changedsegments plus the cost of
a few additional group operations.

Note that it is possible to perform the calculations ofgi andΦvi (Φu(x0, I+
ui−1

),t)
separately for each segment, independent of what is done to other segments. Thus,
for another transformation using somec′i , all results wherec′i = ci can be reused.
This speeds up things significantly for gradient calculations as will be detailed later
and also allows for parallel computation.
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Fig. 5 A scaling operation has been applied to theboldsegments of theleft handpath to derive the
right handtrajectory. Only thebold segments had to be re-integrated, the remainder is identical.

3 Path Correction Algorithm without Obstacles

For path correction, it will be assumed that an initial pathΦu(x0,t) as well as its
control inputu and initial statex0 have been given. Furthermore, the path’s final state
Φu(x0, I+

u ) does not coincide with the goalxgoal, but is somewhat in the vicinity of
it. The objective is to alter the trajectoryΦu in such a way that its final state matches
xgoal. It will be assumed that the correction needs to be done in thefibre component
only and that there are no obstacles present. This will be achieved in two steps: (1)
a small and suitable set of path segments will be selected forstretching operations;
(2) matching stretching factorsci will be determined for said segments.

When selecting path segments, it is advantageous to select exactly as many seg-
ments as there are dimensions in the Lie groupG. Using less segments results in too
few degrees of freedom when altering the trajectory and thusfailure to span a whole
neighbourhood of the final stateΦu(x0, I+). Using more segments than dimG leads
to undesired behaviour as the solution is no longer unique. Furthermore, segments
are chosen in such a way that the directions they move the trajectory’s final state
into have the potential to span the space well as illustratedin Figure 6. This can be
formalised by considering the derivatives

∂Φv(x0, I+
v )

∂ci
=

∂giΦu(x0, I+
u )

∂ci

where, as above,v represents the control inputu with some segmentsui replaced
by their scaled versionsuci

i . Again, gi ∈ G denotes the resulting Lie group trans-
formation. The quality of a selection of dimG segments can then be measured by
analysing the condition of the resulting Jacobian

J =
∂Φv(x0, I+

v )

∂ (c1, . . . ,cdimG)
=

(

∂g1Φu(x0, I+
u )

∂c1
, . . . ,

∂gdimGΦu(x0, I+
u )

∂cdimG

)

(7)

where the derivatives in the matrix on the right hand side arewritten as column
vectors. If the matrix’s condition is small, it has the potential to span the space well.
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Fig. 6 The segments (bold) chosen for the trajectory on theleft are unable to span the space well
as they enable moving the final state horizontally and vertically, but prohibit alteration to the car’s
heading. The selection shown to theright is superior because changes in all directions including
heading are possible.

Since each column ofJ in equation (7) is independent of the remaining segments,
the derivative has to be calculated only once. Thus, in practise, a solution is to select
a larger set of non-overlapping segments and out of that thenrandomly draw selec-
tions of dimG elements for further testing. The selection with the smallest condition
of the resulting Jacobian is then chosen. An exhaustive search for the optimal selec-
tion is not necessary since it is sufficient to remove poor candidates. Taking a few
random samples is often enough.

As optimisation algorithms typically work by minimising a target function [2],
here the distance of the path’s final state to the goal, it might seem tempting not to
use the condition of the final state’s Jacobian as presented here, but instead estimate
the convergence rate of that target function directly via its second order approxi-
mation and the eigenvalues of the Hessian [4, 15]. In tests however this proved to
perform poorly.

Once a set of segments is chosen, the values for theci need to be determined in
order to actually improve the trajectory. Therefore a target function f (c1, . . . ,cdimG)
is defined as the distance betweenΦv(x0, I+

v ) andxgoal. It is then minimised using a
Conjugate Gradient method [2, 15]. Estimating the gradientof f at (c1, . . . ,cdimG)
is done by taking into account the function valuef (c1, . . . ,cdimG), as well as those
resulting from going a small step into each direction,f (c1, . . . ,ci + ε, . . . ,cdimG),
naively resulting in dimG+ 1 integrations for each segment. However, since only
two distinct values,ci andci + ε, are used for each dimension ofG, the calculated
gi can be recombined to obtain all function evaluations necessary. Thus, the cost to
estimate a gradient is two integrations per segment plus some group operations.

Pseudocode for this algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. It was used for the
path depicted on the right hand side of Figure 1 as well as the example presented
in Figure 7. Implementing this algorithm for more complex 3Dcases, such as bevel
tip needle steering, the state spaceX consists of eight dimensions: Insertion speed
v, turning rateω as well as six degrees of freedom representing position and orien-
tation in three space. Thus the base spaceZ representsv andω whereasG equals
the group of Euler transformations SE(3). Following previous notation in this do-
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Fig. 7 A car (rectangle) is trying to reach the goal (dot). Thedashedline shows the initial path
that fails to reach the goal. By altering the segments depicted inbold, thesolid path is created.

Algorithm 1 Path correction algorithm without obstacles
u← current plan
M← select set of at least dimG non overlapping segments ofIu
Cmin← ∞
for i = 1 to min(maxSelections,number of selections possible) do

S← draw new selection of dimG random elements ofM
J←

(

∂g1Φu(x0,I+u )
∂c1

, . . .,
∂gdimGΦu(x0,I+u )

∂cdimG

)

{calculated for the segments stored inS}

if cond(J) < Cmin then
Cmin← cond(J)
Smin← S

end if
end for
optimise c1, . . .,cdimG

v← scale the segments ofu stored inSmin according to values ofc1, . . .,cdimG

until dist
(

xgoal,Φv(x0, I+v )
)

minimal
return v

main [14, 16], SE(3) is represented using homogeneous 4×4 matricesg =
(

R t
0 1

)

whereR∈ SO(3) is a rotation matrix andt ∈ R
3 represents translation. The control

spaceU has two dimensions, accelerationa = v̇ and change in turning rateρ = ω̇ .
The remaining equations of motion are given by

g−1ġ =









0 −ω 0 0
ω 0 −κv 0
0 κv 0 v
0 0 0 0









∈ se(3)

where the constantκ is the curvature of the needle’s trajectory andse(3) is the Lie
algebra of SE(3). An example for path correction using this system is presented in
Figure 8.
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Fig. 8 Path correction for a needle steering case. The needle needsto reach the goal (dot), but the
initial plan, depicted by thedashedline, misses it. The solid line is the correction made by the path
correction algorithm.

4 Path Correction Algorithm with Obstacles

When dealing with obstacles, an inversion of perspective ishelpful. Up to now the
initial path was considered to start at the robot’s current state and the final state was
then optimised. However, it is equally valid to anchor the initial path at the goal
statexgoal and consider the robot to be at a statexcurr that does not coincide with the
path’s initial statexstart= Φu(xstart, I−u ).

It will be assumed that the initial path is a collision free trajectoryΦu(xstart,t)
with Φu(xstart, I+

u ) = xgoal. Xobsdoes not have to be empty, but it is assumed that there
is a certain amount of free space surrounding the trajectorymost of the time that can
be used for corrective actions. The robot is currently atxcurr and is following a path
defined byv that is derived from, but that might not coincide withu. SoΦv(xcurr,t)
does not necessarily reach the goalxgoal. Allowing a discrepancy betweenu andv is
advantageous when making multiple corrections; for example, when repeated online
calculations are performed while executing a path under disturbances. In this setting,
the initial pathu will be kept constant during the whole process, while alterations
are made tov only.

If no collisions occur inΦv(xcurr,t), alterations tov can be made directly using
thepath correction algorithm without obstacles(Algorithm 1). Otherwise, in case
of collisions, the first point of collision is found as

tcol := min{t ∈ Iv |Φv(xcurr,t) ∈ Xobs}
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Algorithm 2 Path correction algorithm with obstacles
u← original plan
v← current plan
xcurr← system’s current state
S← empty stack
repeat

if Φv(xcurr, t) in collision then
v1,v2← v split at point of first collision

else
v1,v2← v, /0

end if
xnew← find intermediate goal usingu
v1← run algorithm without obstacles(Alg. 1) for Φv1(xcurr, t) in order to reachxnew
if Φv1(xcurr, t) collision freethen

S.push← v1,xcurr
v,xcurr← v2,Φv1(xcurr, I+v1

)

else if Φv1(xcurr, I+v1
) collision freethen

v← v1 ∗v2
else if Snot emptythen

v0,xcurr← S.pop
v← v0 ∗v1 ∗v2

else
return FAIL

end if
until v = /0
while Snot emptydo

v0,xcurr← S.pop
v← v0 ∗v

end while
return v

and the path can be split such thatv = v1 ∗ v2 and tcol = I+
v1

. To get around the
obstacle, it is necessary to correct the path in two steps, first Φv1(xcurr,t) using a
new intermediate goalxnew∈ Xfree and thenv2.

To definexnew, the colliding pointΦv1(xcurr, I+
v1

) is pulled towards the correspond-
ing pointxorig of Φu(xstart, t) where, due to scaling operations performed onv, the
time t is not necessarily identical foru andv any more. This is done by parameter-
ising a straight lineconnectingxorig with Φv1(xcurr, I+

v1
) by s : [0,1]→ X such that

s(0) = xorig ands(1) = Φv1(xcurr, I+
v1

).2 Usings, the intermediate goal is defined as

xnew := s(αn) ,

2 Note that, as states already coincide on the base, the lines only has to be defined inG and
is constant inZ. In most cases, it is intuitive what a suitable choice for a straight line within
G should be and how it can be implemented easily. In less obvious cases, the exponential map
exp :g→G can be used, whereg is the Lie algebra ofG. Let d = πG(xorig)

−1πG(Φv1(xcurr, I+v1
))

be the difference between the two states to connect. The points have to be close enough such that
d lies within the identity component ofG (i.e. the image of exp), as otherwise an easy connection
is not possible. Then the line can be defined ass(t) := πZ(xorig)exp(t exp−1(d)) for a suitable
pre-image exp−1(d).
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wheren is the smallestn∈N such thats(αn)∈Xfree andα ∈ [0,1). The convergence
rateα determines how fast the trajectory should be pulled back towards the original
path and away from the obstacle. A largeα results in staying closer to the obstacle
and thus in a higher change that future corrections are necessary; a smallerα on
the other hand pulls the trajectory more aggressively towards the original trajectory,
preventing effective use of the available free space. The presented implementation
usesα = 1/2.

Usingxnew, thepath correction algorithm without obstaclesis run overv1 to get
a new planw1 and thusw = w1 ∗ v2. If Φw1(xcurr,t) is collision free, the process
continues by recursively applying thepath correction algorithm with obstacleson
v2. If Φw1(xcurr, t) is in collision, two cases have to be considered. If the final state
Φw1(xcurr, I+

w1
) is in collision, the optimisation run did not reachxnew properly be-

cause the path given byv1 was too short for the algorithm to perform well. In cases
wherev1 is not the first part of the path due to a recursive call,w (and thusv1) can
be extended and a new attempt can be made. Otherwise the system is considered too
close to an obstacle for suitable correction, and the algorithm is considered failed.
If the final stateΦw1(xcurr, I+

w1
) is in Xfree, the optimisation run was successful but

the alteration introduced a new collision. Then a recursivecall on the altered planw
and the starting pointxcurr is necessary to get rid of the newly introduced collision.
Pseudocode for the complete framework is given in Algorithm2.

The algorithm can be used either offline within another planning framework (e.g.
PRM, RRT) [4,10] or online while tracking a previously planned path. When applied

Fig. 9 A car tracking a path (thin solid line) through terrain with obstacles to reach the goal (dot).
While driving, base space and control inputs (v, ω, a andρ) are disturbed by random errors in
form of a Wiener process. Errors on the base space are corrected by use of a feedforward controller
with a saturation function, while resulting errors in position and heading are corrected repeatedly
using the path correcting algorithm. The actual path taken is depicted by thebold solid lineand the
currently planned path that is to be followed is shown by thedashed line.
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Fig. 10 A needle has to reach a goal (dot) and has an initial path depicted by thedashed line. Due
to an offset in the initial position, the planned trajectorywould result in thedotted line, colliding
with an obstacle and missing the goal. The path is corrected and a valid path depicted by thesolid
line is created.

in the latter approach, it is important that the initial trajectoryu is kept unaltered
during the whole process. Examples of how the algorithm performs are presented in
figures 9 and 10.

5 Conclusion

An algorithmic framework was presented that allows for elegant and fast path cor-
rection while preserving the character of the initial trajectory, thus eliminating the
need for expensive re-planning from scratch. The algorithmhas been implemented
for a kinematic car as well as for needle steering and simulations for the system’s
behaviour under disturbances have been performed. Future work will include im-
plementing the system on experimental field systems currently under development.
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